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Abstract
In both transportation and communication networks we are faced with “selfish flows”, where
every agent sending flow over the network desires to get it to its destination as soon as possible. Such
flows have been well studied in time-invariant networks in the last few years. A key observation that
must be taken into account in defining and studying selfish flow, however, is that a flow can take a
non-negligible amount of time to travel across the network from the source to destination, and that
network states like traffic load and congestion can vary during this period. Such flows are called
dynamic flows (a.k.a. flows over time). This variation in network state as the flow progresses through
the network results in the fundamentally different and significantly more complex nature of dynamic
flow equilibria, as compared to those defined in static network settings.
In this paper, we study equilibria in dynamic flows, and prove various bounds about their quality,
as well as give algorithms on how to compute them. In general, we show that unlike in static flows,
Nash equilibria may not exist, and the price of anarchy can be extremely high. If the system obeys
FIFO (first-in first-out), however, we show the existence and how to compute an equilibrium for all
single-source single-sink networks. In addition, we prove a set of much stronger results about price
of anarchy and stability in the case where the delay on an edge is flow-independent.
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Introduction

The concepts of “selfish flow” and “selfish routing” in time-invariant networks have been thoroughly
explored over the last few years (see, for example, [17, 18, 21]). These models apply to networks that
involve routing by a large number of independent self-interested agents, such as transportation networks,
Internet routing, and peer-to-peer file sharing systems. In all these systems, individual agents using
the network (vehicles on highways, Internet peer-to-peer clients, etc.) can be expected to be somewhat
“selfish”, and may only be interested in optimizing their own performance metric when making routing
decisions. Understanding equilibria in such networks is crucial in order to measure system efficiency and
performance, and to design suitable mechanisms that improve the properties of the system.
Unlike in the usual selfish routing models, however, in many networked systems the state is a function
of both the number of agents and the time when the agents use the network. In addition, a flow (or
equivalently, the agents/entities that constitute the flow) can take a non-negligible amount of time to
travel across the network from the source to destination, and network state like traffic load and congestion
can vary during this period. For instance, in hurricane evacuations, the number of people evacuating in
the transportation network is a time-dependent process which can vary considerably during the time it
takes to move from homes to safe shelters. In the context of the Internet, network congestion levels (and
thereby, download speeds) can vary significantly within a few hours, which is the typical time-scale for
downloads of large video files in peer-to-peer systems.
We study routing done by self-interested agents in the context of such flows, which we call “dynamic
flow” (or equivalently, “flow over time”). The behavior of dynamic flows is very different from static
(time-invariant) flows, as was seen before in numerous papers studying dynamic flows from a centralized
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point of view [9, 11, 13] (i.e, without self-interested agents). To further illustrate the difference between
static and dynamic flow, consider that in static selfish flow, the congestion of a link is a function of all
the users that use this link, aggregated over time. This is problematic, however, in time varying flows.
In our model, when carefully choosing their best route, user i does not consider the congestion on link e
based on the total number of users that traverse e, or even on the users that are currently using e, but
instead considers the congestion on e that will take place when i reaches e. For a detailed description of
our model, see Section 2.
In this paper we study equilibria in dynamic flows, and prove various bounds about their quality, as
well as give algorithms on how to compute them. We concentrate on Nash equilibria in dynamic flow
models, and show that their properties can be quite different from the ones in static models. We call
such equilibria “dynamic equilibria” to differentiate them from Nash equilibria in static selfish flow. The
notion of dynamic Nash equilibrium in this context refers to a system state where each agent is not better
off by deviating from its chosen solution (which can consist of the agent’s route, start and waiting times,
etc.). As this paper illustrates, the variation in network state as the flow progresses through the network
results in the fundamentally different and significantly more complex nature of dynamic flow equilibria
problems, as compared to those defined in static network settings.
Background and Related Work While both dynamic flows (a.k.a. flows over time) and selfish flows
have been studied extensively, few outside the transportation community [14] have yet attempted to study
flows that are selfish and take time to traverse a link. Below we outline some of the related work on these
topics.
Static Selfish Flows: Traditional computer science research concerning routing of self-interested agents
in networks has mostly focused on static flows [3, 17]. In a static routing game, we are given a graph
G = (V, E) of links, with latency functions `e (x) for each edge e (these functions are usually assumed to
be non-decreasing and convex). We are also given a source s and sink t (or possibly many sources and
sinks), along with some amount of flow that desires to be routed from s to t. This flow is sometimes
considered to be non-atomic (composed of an infinite number of users, each controlling an infinitesimal
amount of flow) or atomic (composed of a finite number of users, each controlling a discrete amount of
flow). In this paper, we focus on non-atomic flow, although many of our results can be adopted to the
atomic case. Each user is able to choose the route along which its flow proceeds, and since the users are
self-interested, they will choose the route that has minimum congestion. Specifically,
P if xe is the total
amount of flow on edge e, then the congestion or delay on path P is defined to be e∈P `e (xe ). When
considering the solution quality for such flows, the most
Pcommon measure is the total congestion (which
also corresponds to the social welfare), measured by e∈E xe `e (xe ). The centralized optimal solution
is considered to be the flow that minimizes this value (and therefore maximizes social welfare). Many
properties are known about such static selfish flows, such as results about the prices of anarchy [4, 17]
and stability [5], and the fact that a Nash equilibrium exists and (for certain classes of games) is unique.
Flows over time: The single major difference between the unsolved problems we address and most
traditional network flow research is the notion of time passing while flow (i.e., cars/packets) move through
the network. This type of flow is often called “flow over time” or “dynamic flow”, and is applicable not
only to all kinds of transportation networks, but also a wide range of data communication networks.
Specifically, a flow over time means that flow on different links in the network can change over time,
and more importantly, a flow requires a certain amount of transit time to travel through each link, this
amount possibly dependent on the current congestion. Unlike in static flow systems, the amount of flow
or congestion on a link changes at every time step, as some flow enters and some flow leaves this link,
adding an extra temporal component. There has been some excellent research in flows over time using
various optimization techniques (for surveys, see [1, 11, 15, 16]). The work in [8, 12] is especially relevant
to ours, since these papers consider traffic delays that are flow-dependent, as we do in Sections 3 and
4. All of this research, however, does not take into account the strategic nature of agents in the system.
One of the main goals of this paper is to combine the techniques used for analyzing dynamic flows with
the ones used for static selfish flows [6].
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Dynamic Equilibrium in Transportation Networks: Due to the inherent nature of time-varying flow in
transportation networks, dynamic flow (referred to as Dynamic Traffic Assignment) models are heavily
used in transportation network planning, operations, and evaluating real-time systems. These are typically classified into two categories: analytical models based on mathematical programming formulations,
and simulation-based heuristic models. Extensive work has been performed for both types of approaches
and an overview of this literature can be found in [14, 20]. A key limitation of the previously developed
models is that even under simplified assumptions, the models lack rigorous theoretical results on the existence, uniqueness, and algorithms to compute dynamic flow equilibria. While simulation models allow
us to compute a “solution”, it is difficult to guarantee that it is indeed a dynamic equilibrium. Simply
put, our work provides a much needed theoretical foundation to the dynamic strategic flow concept,
while building on the work done by transportation researchers. Portions of the results in this paper were
presented at DTA 2008 (International Symposium on Dynamic Traffic Assignment).
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Model and Our Results

In this section we describe our general model of strategic flow over time. In our model we are given a road
or computer network, represented by a directed graph G = (V, E). We also have some flow demands,
with source-sink pairs {si , ti } such that a unit of flow desires to move from si to ti . This flow is selfish
and non-atomic, so a player in this case corresponds to an infinitesimal amount of flow, and the goal of
every player is simply to reach its destination in the least amount of time possible. The strategies of the
players consist of picking a path from their source to their destination.
Everything we defined so far is exactly the same as in the usual selfish routing model. The main
difference is the congestion function. Every link has a function de (x, Het ), which determines how long it
takes x units of flow that enter edge e at time t to traverse this edge. This amount can depend not just
on the amount of flow x, but also on the “history” of the edge usage. Specifically, define Het to be the
set of amounts of flow using e before time t, and how long ago it entered e before time t. For example,
if 2 units of flow entered e one time step before t, and 1/3 units of flow entered e two timesteps before t,
then Het = {(2, 1), (1/3, 2)}. This is an extremely general way to model flow over time. The fact that the
delay de depends on the history vector He means that, for example, the delay for x flow entering at time
t can depend on the total flow that is currently on the edge, or on the time until all previous flow leaves
the edge, etc. We assume that the functions de are continuous, nonnegative, and monotone increasing,
i.e., that increasing the amount of flow in He or in x can only increase delays. Given these congestion
functions and the behavior of other users, each user chooses a path from si to ti that would minimize its
delay.
What makes our model drastically different from static selfish flow is that it takes time for a user to
traverse a link. As we show in Section 4, the properties of our model are also very different from the static
flow model. For example, equilibria may not exist in dynamic flows, and unlike for static non-atomic
flows, they may not be unique. This results partially from the fact that unlike static flows, self-interested
dynamic flows do not form a congestion game [3], and modeling dynamic flow games simply as repeated
static flow games can result in great inaccuracies.
Flow-Dependent Delays obeying FIFO We are especially interested in dynamic flows where the
FIFO (first-in first-out) property is obeyed. This is certainly true for most communication networks, where
packets are forwarded according to their arrival order, and is a common assumption for transportation
networks as well, since FIFO is largely enforced in time of high congestion, and is enforced on average
always. Because of this, in Section 3 we consider the general model described above, but with the
assumption that for all e,
0
de (x, Het ) + t ≥ de (x0 , Het ) + t0
(1)
where x enters e at time t, and x0 enters e at time t0 < t (so that (x0 , t − t0 ) ∈ Het ). This condition
simply states that if flow x0 enters an edge before x, then it also leaves before x. For a discussion of some
concrete models that fit into this framework, see Section 3.1.
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In Section 4 we show that for delay functions satisfying FIFO, it is still possible that no equilibria
exist, and that the price of anarchy is unbounded. On the positive side, however, we show in Section 3
that for single-source single-sink networks obeying FIFO, a Nash equilibrium always exists, and can be
computed efficiently.
Flow-Independent Delays In Section 5 we focus on a very special case of flow independent delay
functions. In this model, the travel time on a link e ∈ E does not depend on the amount of flow on that
link, so the delay de is constant. Concurrently with our work, [10] showed many interesting properties of
a continuous version of the model with flow-independent delays. While the flow-dependent delay model
above has extremely different properties from static flow, in the case of flow-independent delays there is
a close relationship between static and dynamic flows [13].
We exploit this relationship to give price of stability bounds for dynamic flows with flow-independent
delays. Specifically, we show that there always exists a Nash equilibrium that is as good as the centralized
optimum. We also consider the case when the players’ cost functions do not simply correspond to travel
time. For example, a player’s cost might be a function of both travel time and the congestion on the
links taken. We show that if these cost functions are linear, then we can compute an equilibrium that is
at most 4/3 more expensive than the centralized optimum (and in general it will be α more expensive,
where α is a factor dependent on the class of cost functions in [17, 18]).
Model Extensions and Waiting Times In Section 6, we mention several extensions of our model
including the addition of “waiting” at intermediate nodes (referred to as “intermediate storage” in [13]).
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Flow-Dependent Delays Obeying First-In First-Out (FIFO)

An important goal in modeling dynamic flows is to understand the desirable properties of a good dynamic
equilibrium model. In this section we assume that the delays on the links satisfy the first-in first-out
(FIFO) property. The FIFO property can be defined as that any unit of flow A entering a link e before
some flow unit B also exits the link before B; in other words overtaking is not allowed1 . It is easy to show
that simple inflow [8] or exit flow models violate the FIFO condition. An inflow model is a model where
the travel time for x flow entering a link at time t depends only on the size of flow x. In other words, the
delay function is of the form de (x), and does not rely on He . To see that inflow models violate FIFO,
consider the case when there is a sharp increase in traffic flow at time t followed by a rapid decrease in
flow at time t + 1. Then FIFO will be violated since the time taken for a flow entering at time t is much
higher than the flow entering at time t + 1. Several authors in the transportation community have tried
to overcome this limitation by assuming that the number of vehicles on a link at time t is a function of
both inflow and exit flow [2, 7]. While these models work well for most practical traffic flows, FIFO can
still be violated in such models.
In this section we assume that all delay functions satisfy the FIFO property, i.e., that Inequality 1
always holds. There is a range of models which satisfy this condition, including point queue models and
other models that provide approximate “positions” (based on microscopic traffic simulations) of the flow
currently on the link (i.e., how far along the link it has traveled so far) or/and a function of speed of the
flow. We describe some of these models in Section 3.1.
Even if the FIFO property holds, dynamic equilibria can be extremely different from static equilibria.
As we show in Section 4, in multi-source multi-sink networks, equilibria may not exist, and the price of
anarchy can be unbounded. This is in contrast with static flows, where an (essentially unique) equilibrium
always exists, and can be computed efficiently [17].
For single-source single-sink networks, however, dynamic flows behave much better in the presence of
FIFO. Below we assume that there is a single unit of flow starting from a node s and with destination t.
If more than a single unit of flow is present, we can always scale the flow so that there is only a single
unit: the important thing is that flow only leaves s at one moment in time, since otherwise this essentially
1 For

a precise definition, see Inequality 1.
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becomes a multi-source problem. For the single-source single-sink case, we prove that there exists a Nash
equilibrium for this general class of dynamic models, and provide an algorithm to compute the equilibrium
solution. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first theoretical result on the existence/computation
of Nash equilibria for this general class of models. Moreover, in Proposition 3.2, we prove that if strict
FIFO is satisfied (Inequality 1 is made strict), then the equilibrium is unique.
Theorem 3.1 If delay functions obey FIFO, when a single (splitable) unit of flow desires to get from a
source s to a sink t, a Nash equilibrium always exists and can be computed efficiently.
Proof: We will form an equilibrium solution as follows. Consider x units of flow to be the first flow to
enter link e. How long would it take this flow to traverse e? This time could be arbitrary, but it will be
a function of only the current flow on the link, x, since there is no flow ahead of it. Thus, we let ge (x)
be the delay that x amount of traffic would encounter on link e if there were no one else ahead of it on
e. In other words, ge (x) = de (x, ∅).
Compute a static equilibrium flow {fe } on graph G with latency functions ge (x). To form a dynamic
equilibrium, we now transform {fe } into a dynamic flow as follows. If some amount of flow x takes the
path P in the static flow, send the same amount of flow on the same path in the dynamic flow. We claim
that this dynamic flow F is a (dynamic) Nash equilibrium.
In general, in a dynamic flow it is possible that different units of flow reach a node at different times.
We will first show that this does not happen in the dynamic flow F . That is, we will show that for every
node v, all the flow of F that reaches v arrives at it simultaneously. In the static equilibrium {fe }, the
latency on any path with positive flow from s to any node v is the same (since otherwise there would be
incentive for flow to switch its path). Call this delay dv . Let GF be the subgraph of G only containing
edges with positive flow fe . Notice that we can form an ordering of nodes in nondecreasing order of dv
that is also a topological sort of GF . This is because if there were flow through a node v to node w, then
it must be that dw ≥ dv . We do not have to worry about cycles of delay 0, as we can assume that GF
is acyclic (otherwise we would be able to remove the cycle, and still have a static equilibrium). Without
loss of generality, rename the nodes so that this order is s = v1 , v2 , . . . , vn = t, and set di = dvi . We now
prove inductively on this ordering that all flow in the dynamic solution F that arrives at a node v arrives
there simultaneously at time dv .
The base case is trivial, since all the flow arrives at node s at time ds = 0. Now, consider a node
vi , and suppose that for all nodes vj with j < i, we have that the only time when flow in the dynamic
solution F arrives at vj is at time dj . Now consider a link (vj , vi ) with flow on it. In the dynamic flow
F , there is only one time that flow uses this link, since there is only one time when flow reaches node
vj , and the flow of F enters its next edge as soon as it arrives at node vj . This means that all the flow
enters this link at the same time dj , so the flow that traverses e = (vj , vi ) experiences a delay of exactly
ge (fe ). By our definition of di , we know that di = dj + ge (fe ). Therefore, all of the flow of F that arrives
at vi arrives there at the same time, specifically at time di .
We have shown that in the dynamic flow F , all the flow arriving at a node arrives there simultaneously.
In particular, this is true for the destination node t, so all of the flow paths have the same delay (call it
dmax ), and no one would want to switch to a different flow path of F . To show that F is a dynamic Nash
equilibrium, all that is left to show is that there does not exist a path P that is not used by the flow F ,
with a delay d(P ) smaller than dmax . Suppose to the contrary that such a path P exists. Let v be the
first node on this path that can be reached in time strictly less than dv on this path P (we know such a
node exists, since t is one such node). Let w be the previous node before v in P that is in GF (that is,
that has some flow of F going through it). We know such a node exists since s is a such a node. By our
choice of v, we know that the time it takes to reach node w along path P in the presence of the dynamic
flow F is at least dw . Consider the subpath P (w, v) of P from w to v.
If P (w, v) does notP
include any edges of GF , consider the latency along P (w, v) in the static equilibrium
{fe }. This latency is e∈P (w,v) ge (0), since there is no flow traversing the edges of P (w, v). Since ge (x)
is defined as the delay for x amount of flow to traverse edge e if not affected by any other flow, this means
that ge (0) is the smallest possible time that it would take to traverse edge e under any circumstances in
our dynamic model (assuming that the presence of other flow only increases the travel time). Because of
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this, we know that the delay for traversing P (w, v) in our dynamic model would be at least the latency
of P (w, v) in the static equilibrium {fe }. But the delay of any path to v in the static equilibrium is at
least dv . Therefore,
P the time necessary to get to v along path P in the presence of the dynamic flow F
is at least dw + e∈P (w,v) ge (0) ≥ dv . This gives us a contradiction, since we chose v as a node that can
be reached earlier than dv .
The path P (w, v) cannot contain more than one edge of GF by our choice of w, but it might consist
of a single edge (w, v) of GF . By the FIFO property, any flow that enters (w, v) after time dw must reach
node v after dv , since we have flow on the edge (w, v) leaving at dw and reaching v at time dv . Therefore,
the time necessary to get to v along path P in the presence of the dynamic flow F is once again at least
dv . This once again yields a contradiction, and so we have shown that the needed time to get to any
node v is at least dv . In particular, for all paths P from s to t, the delay d(P ) on path P is at least dmax ,
and so F is a dynamic Nash equilibrium.
The proof of this theorem essentially shows that equilibria in our model correspond exactly to static
equilibria in the appropriate static network. Since static equilibria are efficiently computable (especially
for linear congestion functions), this theorem provides us with an algorithm for computing dynamic
equilibria as well. In addition to the existence of Nash equilibria, we can also show that dynamic equilibria
are unique in the presence of strict FIFO.
Proposition 3.2 With the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.1, if strict FIFO is satisfied (i.e., Inequality 1 is satisfied without equality), then the dynamic Nash equilibrium is unique.
Proof: We want to show that if the model obeys strict FIFO, then the dynamic equilibrium corresponding to the static one in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is the only existing Nash equilibrium. To see this,
consider a dynamic equilibrium in which flow reaches some node v at two distinct times τ1 and τ2 , with
τ1 < τ2 . Let Pi be the flow path from v to t of the flow reaching v at time τi , for i = 1, 2. Since this is an
equilibrium for nonatomic flow, then all flow must reach the destination at the same time, so the delay on
P1 is strictly greater than the delay on P2 . In this case, every player representing an infinitesimal amount
of the flow arriving at time τ1 would have incentive to switch its path to P2 . Since it would leave on the
same path strictly before the flow arriving at τ2 , it would also arrive strictly before it at the destination.
Therefore, this solution could not be an equilibrium. Since all flow arriving at any node v arrives there
simultaneously, we have that no edge is ever used by a dynamic flow equilibrium at two different times.
Let fe be the amount of flow traversing edge e in the dynamic equilibrium. We claim that {fe } is a static
equilibrium under latency functions ge (x) (as defined in the proof of Theorem 3.1).
To prove this, let d0v be the time that flow reaches node v in this dynamic equilibrium. Let GF be as
above, and let s = v1 , v2 , . . . , vn = t be a topological sort of the nodes in GF , ordered in nondecreasing
order of d0v . As before, this is possible since a cycle in GF would have a time delay of 0, and we could
simply remove such a cycle and still have a dynamic equilibrium. Using similar arguments to the ones in
the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can show that the latency of all flow paths of {fe } to v in the static problem
is exactly d0v , and the latency of paths not carrying flow is at least d0v . In particular, this is true for the
destination node t, and so {fe } is a static equilibrium. Notice that the above argument about uniqueness
only holds if the delay functions are continuous, as otherwise we could have dynamic equilibria where
not all flow reaches the sink at the same time. By the uniqueness of static equilibria in uncapacitated
graphs [17], we conclude that the dynamic equilibrium is unique as well.
More accurately, the statement of uniqueness for static equilibria does not mean that the actual flows
are unique, but that the cost of the equilibrium is unique. In the case of dynamic flows, this means that
for all equilibria, there is a unique time when all flow must arrive at the destination.

3.1

Concrete Models Satisfying FIFO

There are many realistic flow models that satisfy the FIFO property. Unfortunately, the delay functions de
for most of the models cannot be written in closed form and do not possess a general analytical solution.
However, these models can be solved using numerical methods using various discrete time forward or
6

backward differencing methods for solving first-order differential equations. To illustrate the types of
functions de that obey FIFO, we present a specific model below. For another, simpler set of functions,
see the examples in Section 4.
Variations of the Point Queue Model Consider the following form of what is known in the transportation community as the point queue model. Suppose that a flow x enters the tail of a link e at time
t, and assume that if there were no flow on the link at time t, then x will traverse the link in a fixed travel
time which can be a constant ce , or to more accurately account for congestion effects, an expression such
as ce x. Now suppose instead that some flow y were already present on the link at time t. In this model,
we will say that x travels along the link at a top speed of 1/ce x, but is unable to pass any flow that is in
front of it. Specifically, let τ (y) be the time at which the last unit of the y flow exits the link e. Then
we will say that the functions de are such that x exits edge e at time max(ce x + t, τ (y)). This clearly
satisfies FIFO, and is a function only of x and Het .
In fact, any travel times that result in the x flow exiting the edge after τ (y) would satisfy FIFO. For
example, we could instead say that x is traveling on edge e with constant velocity Vx , picked so that it
never passes any flow that is in front of it, which is also traveling at constant velocity. Specifically, let
τ (y) be as above. If y entered e at time t0 , then it is traveling at velocity Vy = 1/(τ (y) − t0 ). Since it is
t−t0
now time t, the flow y has traversed τ (y)−t
0 of the edge. If we now set Vx = 1/(ce x + τ (y)), then the flow
x will never overtake any flow in front of it, guaranteeing the FIFO property. To see this, notice that
τ −t
τ − t0
>
τ (y) − t0
ce x + τ (y)
for all τ ≥ t. This is true because τ ce x + τ t0 + tτ (y) > t0 ce x + tt0 + t0 τ (y), which holds because τ ≥ t > t0 .
τ −t
Since ce x+τ
(y) is exactly the position of the x flow at time τ if it is traveling at velocity Vx , then the flow
x always lags behind flow y. The travel time for flow x in this case will be de (x, Het ) = ce x + τ (y).
More complex models where flow has a top speed, but slows down as the area immediately ahead of
it on the link becomes more congested, also fall into this framework as long as FIFO is preserved.

4

Lower Bounds and Examples with No Equilibrium

In the previous section we saw that for the single-source single-sink case of dynamic flow satisfying FIFO,
a unique Nash equilibrium exists, and can be computed efficiently. Unfortunately, as we show below, this
equilibrium can be much worse than the optimal solution, leading to large prices of anarchy and stability
(which are the same in this case, since the equilibrium is unique). We also give an example with multiple
sources where an equilibrium does not exist at all, and an example with multiple equilibria.
Example with unbounded Price of Anarchy In the proof of Theorem 3.1, we established that the
equilibria of our dynamic model correspond to static equilibria in the same graph G with cost functions
ge (x). In this case ge (x) is the time it would take x amount of flow to traverse edge e if there were no
flow ahead of it on e. The price of anarchy in our model can be very different from the price of anarchy
for static flows, however, since while the cost of the equilibrium remains the same, the optimal solution
in the dynamic model can be very different from the optimal solution for static flow. This leads to the
cost of the optimal solution being very small compared to the cost of the equilibrium.
To illustrate this, consider the example in Figure 1, where we have k parallel paths leading from s to
v, followed by a path of 100 edges leading from v to t. Suppose the parallel paths have constant delay,
with the i’th path having delay i − 1. That is, if e is the i’th parallel edge, then set de (x, Het ) = i − 1.
The 100 edges in the bottleneck path each have a delay such that if x amount of flow enters an edge, with
no other flow currently on this edge, then it will take x time units for this flow to leave the edge. Any
such delay functions that obey FIFO will give us the desired example. To be fully concrete, however,
we will give a specific example of de , defined recursively. First, we set de (x, ∅) = x. In general, if the
last amount of flow that entered e before t was an amount x0 at time t0 , then the latest element of Het is
7
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Figure 1: An example with unbounded Price of Anarchy. The edges are labeled with values de (x, ∅).
0

(x0 , t − t0 ). In such a case, we define de (x, Het ) = max{de (x0 , Het ) + t0 − t, 0} + x. These functions satisfy
0
the desired condition, since if there is no other flow on edge e at time t, then de (x0 , Het ) + t0 ≤ t, and so
de (x, Het ) = x. It is also easy to show that these functions satisfy FIFO.
Proposition 4.1 The functions above satisfy FIFO, and the price of anarchy in this example is Ω(n),
with n being the number of nodes.
Proof: To show that these functions satisfy FIFO, we proceed by induction. If we assume that all flow
before time t0 obeyed FIFO, then we only need to prove that the time when x flow leaves e is at least
the time when x0 flow leaves e, with x and x0 defined as above. In other words, we need to show that
0
0
0
t + max{de (x0 , Het ) + t0 − t, 0} + x > de (x0 , Het ) + t0 . In the case that de (x0 , Het ) + t0 − t < 0, this reduces
0
0
to t + x > de (x0 , Het ) + t0 , which is true since x > 0. In the other case where de (x0 , Het ) + t0 − t ≥ 0, this
0
0
reduces to de (x0 , Het ) + t0 + x > de (x0 , Het ) + t0 , which is once again true since x > 0.
Now consider the solutions for the example in Figure 1 when k units of flow must get from s to t.
First consider the solution where all the flow takes the path of delay 0 to v, and then travels together on
the bottleneck path. All the flow will get to t at time 100k, so the total delay in this solution is 100k 2 .
This solution is a Nash equilibrium. To see this, consider a possible deviation for some infinitesimal unit
of flow. The only possible deviations take a path to v with delay greater than 0, and so this flow arrives
at v after all the other flow has started on the bottleneck path. By the FIFO property, the flow that has
deviated will arrive at t only after everyone else has, and so this is not an improving deviation. Therefore,
this solution is a Nash equilibrium. Another way to see this is to notice that with the congestion functions
de (x, ∅) which are pictured in Figure 1, this solution corresponds to the static equilibrium solution, and
so it forms a dynamic equilibrium by Theorem 3.1.
On the other hand, the optimum centralized solution can incur a much smaller total delay. Consider
the solution where 1 unit of flow takes each of the k parallel paths. The first unit of flow arrives at t
at time 100. The second unit of flow is not affected by the first, since by the time it reaches one of the
bottleneck edges, the first unit of flow has already left it, and so its delay on each edge is 1. Therefore,
the second unit of flow arrives at t at time 1 + 100. In general, the i’th unit of flow would arrive at t at
time i + 100. The total delay is therefore at most k(k + 1)/2 + 100k, which is in fact the optimal solution.
For a large enough k, this gives us a price of anarchy approaching 200. Instead of using 100, we can use
any constant n, and so the price of anarchy can be arbitrarily high in this FIFO model.
Notice that instead of using k units of flow, we can scale down the flow and the delays on the parallel
paths, and obtain the same results using only a single unit of flow. In addition, this price of anarchy
bound for the example in Figure 1 holds even if our objective function is the maximum delay instead of
the total delay. This is because in the optimal solution, the maximum delay is k + 100, while in the Nash
equilibrium the maximum delay is 100k.
For multi-source, Nash Equilibria may not exist We have shown above that the price of anarchy
can be very high in most FIFO models, since the optimal dynamic solution can “stagger” the flow by
breaking it up into small pieces, while an equilibrium must keep all the flow together so all of it arrives
at the same time. For the multi-source version of our FIFO model, the situation is even worse, since a
Nash equilibrium may not exist at all. While below we present a multi-source multi-sink example with
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no equilibrium, there also exist such examples with only a single sink node (but multiple source nodes).
We give one such example in the Appendix.
Consider the example in Figure 2, with functions de (x, ∅) as shown in the figure. We define the
functions de (x, Het ) as in the previous example, so that FIFO is satisfied, and so that if x units of flow
enters e at time t, and no flow is present on e at that time, then it takes de (x, ∅) time for this x flow to
traverse the link. In the previous example, this value de (x, ∅) was equal to x, but now it can vary between
edges as specified in the figure. For example, for the edge from v to t2 , if x flow enters this edge, with no
other flow currently on this edge, then it will take 100x time units for this flow to leave the edge. If an
edge is not labeled with a function, then we say that the delay on this link is always 0.

s1
2
x
s2
100

t1

150
x+1

20x

1
v

1103

t3

s3
10
102

2

100x

t2

Figure 2: A multi-source multi-sink example with no Nash Equilibrium. The edges are labeled with
values de (x, ∅).
There are three demands d1 , d2 , d3 with sources (si , ti ) for i = 1, 2, 3, and with flow sizes of 2, 100,
and 10 respectively. All these demands leave their sources at the same time.
Proposition 4.2 The example pictured in Figure 2 has no pure dynamic Nash equilibrium.
Proof: We will first describe the basic idea of why this example has no equilibrium, and then prove it
rigorously. Notice that d1 and d3 have a choice of exactly two paths in reaching their sinks, and d2 has
only one path from s2 to t2 , and so has no choice at all. The basic idea is as follows. If more than 1
unit of flow of d1 chooses the lower path, then it does not affect d2 (since it arrives at their shared edges
after d2 ), and so d2 proceeds on its path without any interference, and reaches node v at the same time
as the flow of d3 . This greatly increases the travel time on the lower path of d3 , causing d3 to choose the
upper path. This in turn causes the lower path of d1 to become slower, causing flow to shift to its upper
path. This causes the amount of flow from d1 using its lower path to become less than 1, which delays
the arrival time of d2 at node v. This means that the lower path of d3 is fast again, causing d3 to shift
flow from its upper path, which makes the lower path of d1 cheaper again. This cyclical behavior can
continue forever, and in fact we will show that there is no possible equilibrium solution.
We now prove that this network has no Nash equilibrium. Let y1 be the amount of flow of d1 that
takes the lower path of d1 , and y3 the amount of flow of d3 that takes the lower path of d3 . We will
consider 3 cases: y1 = 0, 0 < y1 ≤ 1, and y1 > 1.
If y1 = 0, consider the options available to flow of d1 . The upper path always has a delay of 150,
while a small amount of flow (say ε < 1/2) on the lower path would get to all of its edges before any
other flow could (i.e., before time 1 to the second edge of its path, and before time 2 to the fourth edge),
and so would incur a delay of 22ε + 1, which is smaller than 150. Therefore, the flow of d1 would desire
to deviate to its lower path, and so this is not an equilibrium.
If y1 > 1, then d2 is not affected by this flow since y1 reaches the edge labeled with delay x + 1 after
the flow of d2 entered it. This means that the 100 units of flow of d2 reach node v at time 102, since
no other flow interferes with their travel before node v. Consider now the options available to flow of
demand d3 . The lower path has a delay of 102 + 100(100 + y3 ) = 10000 + 102 + 100y3 , since y3 reaches v
at exactly the same time as the large amount of flow from s2 . This makes this path undesirable compared
to the upper path with delay 2 + 20(10 − y3 ) + 1103 ≤ 1305, and so to have a stable solution, it must be
9

that y3 = 0. The delay of the upper path is 1305 because y1 reaches the edge labeled 20x after at least
2y1 + 1 > 3 units of time, and so the flow of d3 is not affected by it. Now let us consider the options
available to flow of d1 . Since y3 = 0 and y1 > 1, then y1 arrives at the edge labeled 20x after the flow of
d3 , and because of the FIFO property, it can only reach t1 after time 20(10 − y3 ) = 200. This is longer
than the delay of 150 on the upper path of d1 , and so this cannot be an equilibrium.
If 0 < y1 ≤ 1, then the y1 flow is still on the edge labeled with delay x + 1 when the flow of d2 enters
it. According to our choice of functions de (), this delays d2 by some amount, and so it takes strictly
more than 102 time to reach node v. Consider now the options available to flow of demand d3 . The
lower path has a delay of only 102 + 100y3 , since it is no longer affected by d2 . The upper path has a
delay of at least 1103, which is greater than the delay of the lower path even if all 10 units of flow are
sent on the lower path. Therefore, for this solution to be stable, it must be that y3 = 10. Now let us
consider the options available to flow of d1 . Since y3 = 10, the delay on the lower path of d1 is at most
1 + (101 + 1) + 20 = 123. This occurs in the worst case when y1 = 1 and so enters the edge labeled x + 1
at exactly the same time as d2 . However, this delay is still smaller than the delay of 150 on the upper
path of d1 , and so this cannot be an equilibrium, as flow of d1 would prefer to switch to its lower path.

Equilibrium is Not Unique As we proved in Proposition 3.2, if strict FIFO is obeyed, then there exists
only a unique dynamic equilibrium. We now present a simple example where equilibria are not unique
when FIFO is violated. In Figure 3 we present a simple example where equilibria are not unique. In this
example, the delay functions de are of a special form: de (x, Het ) = de (x, ∅). The delays de (x, Het ) = de (x, ∅)
are pictured in the figure. These types of delay functions that only depend on the amount of flow entering
the link at time t are known as inflow delays [8], and have been shown to violate FIFO.

x
s

x

t

2x
Figure 3: An example with multiple dynamic equilibria. The edges are labeled with values de (x, ∅).
In Figure 3, there is a single unit of flow desiring to go from s to t. We now show that there are two
dynamic Nash equilibria. Let a be the amount of flow that takes the top path. If a = 2/3, then all the
flow arrives at the middle node at time 2/3, and then enters the next edge together. Therefore, all the
flow arrives at t after time 2/3 + 1 = 5/3. This is an equilibrium, since all the flow paths have exactly
the same delay, and so there is no incentive for a player to switch. Consider the case where a = 3/5. In
this case, a flow arrives at the middle node at time 3/5, while 1 − a arrives at the middle node at time
4/5. Since the delays only depend on the amount of flow entering the edge, the a flow arrives at t after
time 3/5 + 3/5 = 6/5, and 1 − a flow arrives at t after time 4/5 + 2/5 = 6/5. Since all the flow paths are
of equal delay, this is once again an equilibrium.

5

Flow-Independent Delays

In this section, we consider an important special case of Flow-Independent delay functions. Specifically,
in the Flow-Independent model, we assume that each link e has a delay de , and any flow that enters this
link at time τ leaves this link at time τ + de . In other words, the delay function is simply de (x, Het ) = de ,
a constant. This is flow-independent in the sense that the delay de does not depend on the amount of
flow on the link. If edges are uncapacitated, then the best thing for any flow (whether selfish or not)
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would be to proceed on the fastest path from the source to the sink. Therefore, we assume that each
edge also has a capacity ce so that at every timestep, at most ce units of flow are allowed to enter e.
In Section 4, we showed that dynamic flow models can behave very differently from static flow. For
the flow independent case, however, there is a powerful relationship between static and dynamic flows.
As several papers including [13] pointed out before, flow over time in the Flow Independent Model is
analogous to a static flow in the appropriate time-expanded graph. Specifically, form a new graph G0
with a set of nodes V τ in G0 for every timestep τ , and add edges (v τ , wτ +de ) with capacity ce to G0 if and
only if there is an edge e = (v, w) in G. For every node t in G that is a destination of some demand, we
also form a special node t∗ in G0 , and add edges (tτ , t∗ ) of infinite capacity for every time τ . Similarly,
for every s in G that is a source of a demand, we form a special node s∗ in G0 , and add edges (s∗ , sτ )
for every time τ . It is easy to see that any static flow in G0 corresponds exactly to a flow over time in G
(even with multiple sources and sinks). In fact, [13] proposed a polynomial-time approximation scheme
for finding the system optimal solution in this model. Notice that in our model we do not allow “waiting”
(a.k.a. “intermediate storage”), where flow stays at an intermediate vertex instead of immediately leaving
it, although flow can wait at its origin by choosing its departure time.
To understand the price of anarchy in the Flow Independent Model, we first consider the quality
of Nash equilibria in the static flow model with capacities. It is easy to see that there can exist many
equilibria in the presence of capacities, and in fact the price of anarchy can be unbounded [5], since the
worst equilibrium can be much more expensive than the system optimum with capacities. This has led
to the investigation of the price of stability. Recall that the price of stability is the ratio between the
best Nash equilibrium and the centralized optimum. The best equilibrium can naturally be viewed as the
optimum solution subject to the constraint that the solution be stable, with no agent having an incentive
to unilaterally deviate from it once it is implemented. For models with a unique equilibrium, the price
of stability coincides with the price of anarchy, but in the case of capacitated networks, [5] demonstrated
that these can be dramatically different.
Theorem 5.1 For Flow-Independent delays, the price of stability is 1. In other words, there exists a
Nash equilibrium as good as the centralized optimum.
Proof: As described in [13], there is a one-to-one correspondence between dynamic flows in G and static
flows in G0 . Specifically, let F be a dynamic flow in G. We now show how to construct a corresponding
static flow in G0 . If according to flow F , a unit of flow enters an edge (v, w) at time τ , then we can say
that this unit of flow traverses the edge (v τ , wτ +de ) in G0 , and vice versa. If a unit of flow arrives at
its destination t at time τ in F , then the corresponding unit of flow reaches node tτ according to the
corresponding static flow F 0 , and then immediately proceeds to node t∗ .
It is easy to see that this transformation forms a one-to-one correspondence. In fact, we will show
below that the optimal (minimum total delay) dynamic flow, call it OPT, in G corresponds to the optimal
static flow in G0 , and that a flow F is a dynamic equilibrium if and only if the corresponding flow F 0 is
a static equilibrium. Therefore, comparing dynamic equilibria with OPT in G is the same as comparing
static equilibria with OPT in G0 . This means that we can use existing results about static flows. G0 is
a static flow graph with constant latency functions, and so OPT is simply a min-cost flow, where the
cost of an edge is its latency. Therefore, OPT is a static Nash equilibrium. To see this, suppose to the
contrary that in OPT there exists a path with free capacity from some source s to some sink t in G0 that
is cheaper than some path from s to t with positive flow. Then, by switching a small amount of flow to
this cheaper path, we can form a flow that is cheaper than OPT, giving us a contradiction. Since the
static optimal solution in G0 is a static equilibrium, then the dynamic optimal solution in G is a dynamic
equilibrium, and so the price of stability is 1. This does not imply, however, that the price of anarchy
is 1, since in capacitated static networks there can be many equilibria, some much more expensive than
OPT.
To finish the proof, we must show the correspondence between the optimal and equilibrium solutions
of G and G0 . First, we show that the total delay of F equals the total latency of F 0 according to constant
latency functions de . That is, we define the latency function of (v τ , wτ +de ) to be de , the latency function
of (tτ , t∗ ) to be 0, and the latency function of (s∗ , sτ ) to be τ . Notice that if instead of minimizing
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their arrival time, the users wanted to minimize their travel time, we can easily show the same results by
setting the latency of (s∗ , sτ ) to be 0. In the static flow F 0 corresponding to a dynamic flow F , we now
send flow from s∗ to t∗ if F sends flow from s to t. With these latency functions, the latency of a unit of
flow of F 0 is exactly the same as the time it takes to reach its destination according to F . This implies
that the optimal (minimum total delay) dynamic flow in G corresponds to the optimal static flow in G0 .
Moreover, a flow F is a dynamic equilibrium if and only if the corresponding flow F 0 is a static
equilibrium. F 0 is not an equilibrium if and only if there exists a path P from some source s to some sink
t with free capacity, such that the latency d(P ) of this path is smaller than the latency of a path from s to
t with positive flow on it. This is because the existence of such a path P guarantees a possible deviation
for some flow of F 0 . Since the latency of a path in G0 exactly equals to the delay of the corresponding
path in G, this is exactly the condition needed for F not to be a dynamic Nash equilibrium, thus finishing
the proof. Notice, however, that the correspondence between Nash equilibria only holds because we do
not allow waiting at intermediate nodes, i.e., a flow entering a node v must immediately leave this node,
and cannot remain at this node.
Because of the correspondence between static flows in G0 and dynamic flows in G, we know that
comparing dynamic equilibria with OPT in G is the same as comparing static equilibria with OPT in G0 .
This tells us that the price of anarchy in the Flow-Independent Model is unbounded, using the results
of [5].
Using this intuition, we can also generalize Theorem
5.1 as follows. Suppose that the disutility of a
P
player traveling on path P is not simply its delay e∈P de (as we assume in the rest of this paper), but is
instead a function of how congested its route is. Specifically, for every edge e of G, suppose that there is
some function δet (fet ) that shows the cost to a player using edge e at time t, with this cost dependent on
the amount of traffic fet entering edge e at time t. The total cost to a player using path P is then the sum
of these costs, and minimizing the total cost to all the players is the same as maximizing social welfare.
In other words, we assume that while it still takes a constant amount of time de for everyone to traverse
edge e (independent of the amount of traffic fet ), the disutility δet (fet ) of a player using edge e actually
increases as the amount of traffic increases, modeling the fact that people do not like to drive in heavy
traffic, even if it does not cause them to be delayed. This can also model other modes of transportation
(such as subway systems), where the travel time may not change with the number of users, but the utility
of a user changes greatly (e.g., because the subway car is crowded, or there is no place left to sit).
These new player utilities do not change the possible flows, so the transformation between G and G0 is
still valid, as well as the correspondence between dynamic flows in G and static flows in G0 . If we set the
cost of an edge et = (ut , v t+de ) in G0 to be a function δet (fet ) instead of just a constant de , then the cost
of a flow F 0 in G0 is still the same as the total cost to all players in the corresponding dynamic flow F of
G. This means that instead of thinking about dynamic flows in G, we can now think about static flows
in G0 , and compare the Nash equilibria in G0 with OPT. Using existing results about static flows [19],
we know that in capacitated graphs, the price of anarchy can be very high, while the price of stability
is at most α(A), a value depending on the class of possible latency functions A. For example, if the
functions δet are linear in the amount of traffic, then α(A) equals 4/3, and for polynomials of degree d and
positive coefficients, α(A) = d/ log d. In addition, we know that in graphs without capacities, the price
of anarchy is at most α(A) [17], and so all equilibria are good compared
P to the optimal centrally planned
solution. The objective function for OPT in G0 is now to minimize et δet (fet ). A Nash equilibrium of
G now corresponds exactly to a static Nash equilibrium in G0 with congestion functions δet . Therefore,
we can now apply the existing results about Nash equilibria in static flows with capacities. This gives us
examples where the price of anarchy can be very high, as well as the following result.
Theorem 5.2 The prices of anarchy and of stability for the Flow-Independent model with player cost
functions δe are at most those for the static flow model with cost functions δet . For example, if δet are all
linear functions, then:
• The price of stability is at most 4/3 for capacitated graphs.
• The price of anarchy is at most 4/3 for uncapacitated graphs.
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If instead of linear, the functions δet were polynomials with degree at most d and nonnegative coefficients, then the factor of 4/3 above can be replaced with d/ log d.
Proof: Using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we can establish a correspondence
between the optimal solutions and the equilibria of dynamic solutions in G and static solutions in G0 .
Therefore, all the results about comparing static equilibria to OPT still apply to the dynamic solutions.
The results about the price of anarchy above come directly from the classic results of [18]. To prove
the results about the price of stability in capacitated networks, we apply the results from [19], which
show that there always exists an equilibrium that is close in cost to optimal. In fact, these same results
also give bounds on the prices of anarchy and stability for any class of functions, not just linear and
polynomial ones.

6

Conclusion and Extensions

Several researchers studying flow over time also considered whether the flow is allowed to “wait” at
intermediate nodes or not. Such “waiting” (referred to as “intermediate storage” in [13]) makes no sense
in static flows, but can become important with the extra temporal component of dynamic flows. Most of
our flow-dependent results easily extend to the model where a player strategy is not only a route from si
to ti , but also the amount of time they plan to spend waiting at each intermediate node. This is because
we can model waiting times by adding self-loops with small constant delay  to every node. Waiting for
some multiple of  would correspond to choosing a route that traverses this self-loop several times. It is
important to point out, however, that in such a model FIFO might be violated, as flow that has been
waiting at some node v until time τ might enter an edge out of v after flow that only reached v at time
τ.
Many other extensions of our models are possible. For example, our flow-independent results still
hold if the delays depend on the time t, as long as they do not depend on the flow x.
The present paper provides important avenues for future research. First, we would like to characterize
the equilibrium solutions for the multi-source traffic networks and identify good equilibria. Second, one
key reason for obtaining the unbounded price of anarchy for the FIFO model is because of the nature
of the optimum solution. The optimum solution can be arbitrarily small since by splitting flow one can
improve the optimum solution. One can identify ways to influence the equilibrium solutions to be closer
to the optimum, by providing taxes or other incentives. This will help us to obtain a smaller price of
anarchy with the influenced equilibrium solution.
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Appendix
A

More Lower Bounds and Counterexamples

For multiple sources of flow that is trying to reach a single sink, a Nash equilibrium may not exist, because
there can always exist dynamic paths with different delays for getting flow to its destination, leading to
incentives for switching to the faster dynamic paths. Consider the example in Figure 4. There are two
source nodes s1 and s2 , with s1 having 20 units of flow to get to t, and s2 having 25 units of flow to get
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to t. This flow appears at s1 and s2 at the same time. Suppose also that the delays de (x) for the edges
are as pictured in Figure 4. For example, for the edge from s2 to t, if x flow enters this edge, with no
other flow currently on this edge, then it will take x time units for this flow to leave the edge. We do not
specify what the delays are if there is already some flow on this edge, except that such delays must obey
the FIFO property (or we can define the delays in the same manner as in Section 4).

s2 25
x
s1

x

20
x/2

x/2

t

Figure 4: A multi-source single-sink example with no dynamic equilibrium. The edges are labeled with
values de (x, ∅).
We will now show that this network has no Nash equilibrium. The flow from s1 has only one possible
path, and therefore only one possible strategy. The only difference between solutions is how much flow
from s2 goes directly to t, and how much takes the other path. Let y denote the amount of flow from s2
that does not take the edge directly to t. We will consider 2 cases: y < 10, and y ≥ 10.
If y < 10, then this flow reaches the middle node before the flow from s1 . The flow from s1 does not
affect it y, so it will reach its destination at time y + y/2. For this to be an equilibrium, we need that the
25 − y units of flow that go directly to t from s2 reach there at time y + y/2, since otherwise there would
be incentive for some of the flow to switch paths. Therefore, it must be that 3y/2 = 25 − y, implying
that y = 10, giving us a contradiction. Therefore, if y < 10, then some small enough amount of flow that
is going directly from s2 to t will always have an incentive to switch its path.
On the other hand, if y ≥ 10, then this flow reaches the middle node after (or at the same time) as the
flow from s1 . By the FIFO property, this means that this flow must reach t after (or at the same time)
as the flow from s1 . The earliest that the flow from s1 could reach t is at time 20. Therefore, in order for
the two paths from s2 to have the same delay, it must be that 25 − y ≥ 20, since otherwise there would
be incentive for flow to switch to the direct path from s2 to t. This implies that y < 5, a contradiction.
Therefore, no Nash equilibrium exists in Figure 4. To summarize the above argument, if y < 10, then
it moves very quickly as it is unaffected by the flow from s1 , and so the lower path of s2 is desirable.
As soon as y becomes 10, however, it is suddenly affected by the flow from s1 , and so the direct edge
to t suddenly becomes more desirable. The non-existence of Nash equilibria in our (and most other)
dynamic flow models is caused by such discontinuities, which never occur in static flow models. In fact,
the “intuitive” equilibrium solution for the example in Figure 4 would be a “limit” solution where y
approaches 10 from below. In Section 4 we give a more complex example where no such solution exists
either.
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